The CONSULT Coin

INTRODUCTION

Crypto is exciting. We are long on Crypto. However, we see an immediate and
urgent need for a one-stop service that can provide Crypto consulting (DeFi
projects, token launch, NFT projects, Security Tokenization, cross-chain swap
– to name a few). Our service is Consult Crypto (consultcrypto.net)
We are offering consultation for a fee and will provide custom software
development services for these projects – from start to finish. The goal is to
provide a comprehensive delivery platform for crypto projects.
We have a simple proposition. Consult Crypto will launch the CONSULT coin.
The CONSULT coin will be used to pay for consulting and custom software
development services Consult Crypto offers. Consult Crypto shall accept the
USD equivalent in CONSULT coin at the current market rate (CONSULT coin's
rate on ZilSwap) for the services rendered.

THE OFFER

Share the success of our consulting and bespoke implementation services.
Leverage the utility of the CONSULT coin.
The CONSULT coin offers a clear, unambiguous, and transparent path to the
token utility.
As explained later in this document, tokenomics is designed to continuously
increase the CONSULT coins' value by increasing liquidity and decreasing
token supply.

THE TOKEN

The CONSULT coin is a ZRC-2 token on the Zilliqa blockchain, chosen for
its sharding technology, virtually unlimited scaling, and extremely low
transaction fees.
CONSULT coin is the utility token for Consult Crypto's consulting
services. The token holders will be able to:
•

- Pay for the Consult Crypto's consulting services
- Participate in staking (earn passive income in ZILs) – stake the
CONSULT coin and get rewarded in ZILs (yes, ZILs and not coins –
more on this in a later section)
- Provide CONSULT coin's liquidity on ZilSwap and earn fees for
transactions

The CONSULT coin project will continue until all CONSULT coins are burnt.

THE TOKEN LAUNCH

Note: All token allocations will be on a first come – first serve basis
Step 1: We shall mint a fixed 21.6 million CONSULT coins (no more minting
in the lifetime of the project)
Step 2: Pre-Private sale to and friends/family and early birds: 2 million
CONSULT coins at 8 cents (USD) per token. This offer will be
valid for seven days from launch. The Pre-Private sale opens on
August 21 at 8 pm EST
When the 2 million tokens (Step 1) are sold out or seven days are
over, we shall stop the Pre-Private Sale
Step 3: Private Sale – First Tranche: we shall offer 8 million CONSULT
coins at 11 cents (USD) per token. This offer will be valid for 48
hours from 8 pm EST, August 28 to 8 pm EST, August 30.
Step 4: Private Sale – Second Tranche (Optional): If the 8 million tokens
(Step 3) are sold out, we shall offer another 8 million CONSULT
coins at 14 cents (USD) per token. This offer will be valid for 48
hours from 8 pm EST, August 31 to 8 pm EST, September 2.
Step 5: ZilSwap Pool: Consult Crypto will create a ZilSwap pool with 1
CONSULT coin = 16 cents. The pool will consist of 20% of tokens
sold with a corresponding number of ZILs, valuing 1 CONSULT
coin = 16 cents (USD)
For example, if all tokens were sold, that would be 18 million
CONSULT tokens. 20% of that is 3,600,000 tokens. In that case,
3,600,000 tokens would be seeded into the ZilSwap pool at the
rate of 16 cents (USD) per token.

Final Step: Consult Crypto will burn all unsold and unutilized (not added to
ZilSwap pool) coins.

Note: for the private sales, there will be a cap of 500,000 CONSULT tokens
per wallet

THE CONSULT COIN BURN AND 'ADD TO LIQUIDITY'
PROCESS
Key points:
(1) Every month (starting one month from the launch of the CONSULT
project), 1% of the amount received from token sales would be
used to purchase CONSULT coins from the ZilSwap at the market
rate.
For example, if the total amount from token sales is USD 2,160,000
(the maximum possible with all tokens sold), then USD 21,600
would be used every month to purchase CONSULT coins from the
ZilSwap at the market rate.
Of the purchased tokens:
70% of the tokens will be burnt.

The remaining 30% will be added back to the CONSULT coin's
ZilSwap pool with matching liquidity in ZILs
The "token burn" and "add to liquidity" exercise will continue for
three years.

(2) The CONSULT coins earned by the consulting services shall be
used as follows:
80% will be burnt.
20% will be sold on the open market to pay for ongoing project
development/maintenance costs.
(3) If payment for consulting and software development services is
made in fiat or another crypto (or even native ZILs), 80% of the
revenue earned will be used to buy from ZilSwap and burned.
Suppose there is insufficient liquidity in the ZilSwap pool. In that
case, the unspent amount will be added to a running balance and
utilized to buy and burn later when tokens are available on
ZilSwap.
(4) The CONSULT coin project is all about transparency. Consult
Crypto will publicly disclose all transactions made by the Consult
Crypto team on ZilSwap to purchase and sell the CONSULT coin.
In addition, all token burn transactions will also be announced.

Consult Crypto will post monthly reports to the CONSULT Telegram
group and the Consult Crypto website (consultcrypto.net) with the
relevant information.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER 3 YEARS
The project shall continue until all CONSULT coins are burnt.
After three years, the Consult Crypto team will offer immediate liquidity at 1
CONSULT coin = 24 cents USD.

THE CONSULT STAKING
Staking is offered to reward loyalty; those who hold CONSULT coins and
choose to stake these rather than sell will receive additional ZILs
periodically as rewards. Thus, staking will generate a passive income
stream.
Our approach to staking:
Instead of releasing more CONSULT coins in the market and diluting the
price of token – we shall be rewarding native ZIL tokens that have
immediate cash value without any negative impact on the token price
Staking will be non-custodial via the ZilPay wallet on the Consult Crypto
website (consultcrypto.net). The CONSULT staking rewards will be 8 ZILs
per 1000 CONSULT coins staked for 30 days. Stakers will be able to
unstake at any time (the rewards will be pro-rated).
Please note that staking will be available three months after token launch.
Staking will be offered for a total of 3 years from the date of launch of the
staking portal.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: Why does your consulting need a utility token?
A: The token has use cases stated above: token holders will be able to pay for
Consult Crypto's services. Instead of getting settled in fiat or stable coins, we
wish to demonstrate the utility of fungible tokens as a value-added payment
medium.
Q: What are the consulting services offered by the team?
A: The Consult Crypto team is offering bespoke services for crypto projects
(DeFi projects, token launch, NFT projects, Security Tokenization – to name a
few). The team will provide consultation for a fee and offer custom software
development services for these projects – from start to finish. The goal is to
be a one-stop-shop for crypto projects.
Q: Who is behind this – what is the makeup of the consulting
team?
A: The Consult Crypto team is comprised of seasoned business and technical
leaders. These are the people who have delivered Zilliqa commercial projects
such as UFFS and Hg Exchange.
Q: How can I get involved?
A: We invite you to participate in the CONSULT coin private sale (the first and
the second tranches) on August 28. You will need Zilliqa tokens (ZIL). You
can purchase ZIL on exchanges (such as Binance or others, depending on
your area).
Following the private sale, the token will be listed (liquidity added) publicly on
ZilSwap on August 31.
We are excited about what lies ahead, and we look forward to having you join

us in a straightforward, transparent project that demonstrates how
tokenomics should work.

DISCLAIMER
The CONSULT coin is a utility token on the Zilliqa (ZRC-2) blockchain. Its
purpose is to enable the holder to pay for the services rendered by the Consult
Crypto team.
Any purchase or acquisition of CONSULT tokens should not be considered an
investment opportunity. Consult Crypto offers no guarantee or expectation of
profit from buying, holding, or selling CONSULT coins. CONSULT tokens do not
represent any equity in the company providing consulting and software
development services. Any offering of these tokens to the public is for the sole
purpose of offering early access to the tokens that will be used for paying
CONSULT consulting for the services rendered.
Utility tokens can fluctuate in market value. The Consult Crypto team takes
no legal responsibility for any financial losses due to speculation on the
CONSULT token. CONSULT tokens are not considered as an investment –
therefore, we recommend that anyone choosing to purchase CONSULT
tokens do so solely to pay for the consulting services.
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